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Ancient Karabakh Carpet, 136 X 334 Cm, Azerbaijan, XIXth Century

640 EUR

Period : 19th century

Condition : En l'état 

Length : 334 cm - 11 ft

Width : 136 cm - 53,5 in

https://www.proantic.com/en/492593-ancient-karabakh-carpet

-136-x-334-cm-azerbaijan-xixth-century.html

Dealer

Winstein
 Antique & semi-antique rugs, objects from the world,

paintings, furniture

Tel : 00 33 (0)6 13 36 09 30

Mobile : 00 33 (0)6 13 36 09 30

La Tour - Rue des Remparts

Revest-du-Bion 04 150

Description

Carpet Karabagh, Caucasian, from Azerbadjian

woolen wool on a length of 334 cm by 136 cm

wide, sold as is.

You can however restore it, but this model

remains by its antiquity and its originality, a

model to keep in the state.

Indeed, the Karabagh are rarely so geometric and

in possession of so many tribal scenery. These

rugs are often very elaborate with patterns often

embellished with curves and bright colors, see the

last photo of another Karabagh who is also on

Proantic.

This model does not have at least a Karabagh to

bring the scenery of a carpet Shirvan,

geographically close.

Five polygons, one red in the center, two white

and two green, grab the field. This one is



completed on both sides with half-polygons. In

the center of each motif, four triangles

surrounded by stylized trees of red, blue or

orange color, along with fine dark blue stripes

(representation of irrigation).

The border is a seedling of large geometric

flowers and very stylized colors, red, blue, green

and orange, set against a white background.

Our carpet therefore probably represents a large

garden or a park with flowerbeds and massive

grounds found in the tradition of Persian rugs

called Garden Rugs, but in a more geometric,

schematic and ethnic.

This carpet has been cleaned professionally and

ecologically.

Dimensions: Width: 136 cm (53.5 in) x 334 cm

(11 Ft)

OUR EXHIBITION "ANCIENT CARPETS,

FROM PERSE TO CAUCASUS" will be held

from FRIDAY 6 to SUNDAY 29 SEPTEMBER

2019

in LA TOUR - 04 150 REVEST OF THE BION


